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Wide-bandwidth 25-dB amplitude noise suppression in a
pump-and-signal-resonant optical parametric oscillator
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We present a pump-and-signal-resonant optical parametric oscillator that provides 25 dB of amplitude noise
suppression of the transmitted pump beam from dc to 20 kHz. The upper frequency range of the optical
limiter increases as the pump power is increased, up to 1 MHz with 580 mW of input power. The amount of
noise suppression is limited by pump-depletion effects. The upper frequency range is limited by the temporal
response of the device. We present a numerical analysis that predicts this behavior. © 2001 Optical Society
of America
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Ultralow-noise lasers are required for the Laser Inter-
ferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory. Current
approaches to developing such lasers (electronic feed-
back and passive cavities) are limited in frequency
and dynamic range. Siegman suggested the use of
an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) as an optical
power limiter in 1962,1 three years before the f irst
OPO was constructed.2 After the f irst OPO demon-
stration, initially rapid progress was limited by the
immaturity of laser sources and nonlinear materials.
The development of stable diode-pumped solid-state
lasers3 led to the f irst cw singly resonant OPO in
1993.4 Subsequently, higher nonlinear coefficients
provided by periodically poled materials helped reduce
the threshold power5 of the stable singly resonant
OPO configuration. Further reduction in threshold is
possible if the pump is resonant along with the signal.
The eff iciency of such a device has been thoroughly
studied.6 However, an analytical approach does not
simply account for the limitations on noise suppression
that are due to pump depletion, and to our knowledge
the noise-suppression properties of OPOs have not
been quantified to date.

The bow-tie OPO used in this experiment7 was reso-
nant at both the pump and the signal frequencies.
Above threshold, increasing input power initially
results in higher gain for the signal f ield. The signal
responds by growing at the expense of the circulating
pump power until signal gain is equal to signal loss
and a steady state is achieved. Since the round-trip
signal losses remain constant and the signal gain is
determined primarily by the circulating pump power,
the circulating pump power is thus kept at a constant
level. Fluctuations in the input f ield are not present
in the circulating pump field, and noise suppression
occurs. This interaction in a pump-resonant OPO
configuration was first identified in 1966,8 and
clamping of the pump field, f irst seen in a long-pulse
doubly resonant OPO,9 has been observed in several
OPO configurations.
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As a result of depletion (i.e., gain saturation) ef-
fects, neither clamping nor noise suppression is perfect.
Spatially, the signal field grows as it travels through
the nonlinear medium. The pump field correspond-
ingly decreases, resulting in an axial dependence in the
pump field amplitude along the crystal. If the pump
field amplitude at the end of the crystal decreases be-
cause of gain saturation, its value at the input must
increase to provide the same single-pass (net) gain for
the signal f ield. This increase of the circulating pump
field at the input of the crystal and decrease at the
exit results in imperfect clamping and imperfect noise
suppression.

Theoretical analysis of the steady-state behavior
of the pump-and-signal-resonant OPO configuration
is possible by numerical solution of the steady-state
plane-wave coupled nonlinear interaction equations.10

Cavity resonances are accounted for by boundary con-
ditions. That is, the initial pump and signal f ields
are the previous values calculated at the end of the
crystal ref lected around the cavity and, in the case
of the pump, added to the coupled input pump. This
self-consistent approach accurately ref lects impedance
matching of the input pump field. One can model
the noise behavior by adding a small term dEin to
the input field. Propagation of this term through the
time-dependent coupled nonlinear equations results in

ddEp�dz � 2 apdEp 2 ikp�EsdEi 1 dEsEi� ,

ddEs�dz � 2 asdEs 2 iks�Ei
�dEp 1 dEi

�Ep� ,

ddEi�dz � 2 aidEi 2 iki�Es
�dEp 1 dEs

�Ep� , (1)

where the subscripts p, s, and i stand for pump, signal,
and idler, respectively; E is the envelope of the electro-
magnetic field; z is the distance along the nonlinear
medium; a is loss within the medium; and k is the
nonlinear coupling term, given by vhdeff�nc, where
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v is the optical frequency, h is the Boyd–Kleinman
focusing parameter,11 deff is the effective nonlinear
coeff icient, n is the index of refraction, and c is the
speed of light. The same boundary conditions are
applied to the noise terms as for the steady-state
terms.

In our experiment the nonlinear material was a
1-mm-thick, 2-cm-long crystal of periodically poled
lithium niobate kept at 230 ±C in a temperature-
controlled oven.12 The crystal was nominally an-
tiref lection coated, with 0.1% ref lection at the pump
and signal wavelengths and �10% at the idler wave-
length. For the pump wavelength of 1064 nm the
cavity consisted of a 5% power input coupler and three
highly ref lective mirrors. For the signal wavelength
of 1547 nm the cavity consisted of a 3% power output
coupler and three highly ref lective mirrors. The gen-
erated idler at 3408 nm was removed from the cavity
primarily by a mirror that was highly transmissive at
this wavelength.

Resonance at the pump wavelength was maintained
by rf locking,13 with feedback to the f ine-frequency
input of our Lightwave Electronics Model 126 laser.
The pump output was transmitted through a highly
ref lective ��99.9%� mirror between the input coupler
and the crystal. Noise measurements were performed
with a reverse-biased ETX 1000T photodiode and a
CLC436 operational amplif ier in a transimpedance
configuration.

Measured and theoretical steady-state behavior of
this OPO is shown in Fig. 1. We fitted theory to
experimental data by fitting the pump loss at the
crystal faces to the below-threshold behavior. Above
threshold, the signal loss at the crystal faces and the
corrected effective nonlinear coeff icient, hdeff , were
the fitted parameters. The resulting pump loss was
1.1%, and the signal loss was slightly higher at 1.4%.
Larger loss is expected for the larger wavelength,
which supports a larger mode, subject to more clipping
at the crystal face edges. The fitted value for hdeff ,
where h accounts for the decrease in coupling relative
to an idealized plane-wave interaction that is due
to diffraction and the Gaussian intensity profiles
of the beams,11 was 6.5 pm�V. This fitted value is
close to the theoretical value of 4.6 pm�V, given by a
predicted value14 of 0.27 for h and a maximum deff
of 17 pm�V. The discrepancy can be explained by
experimental error and the possibility of weak idler
resonance in the crystal.

As shown in Fig. 1, the numerical analysis (which
ignores thermal effects) predicts more clamping of the
transmitted pump than was observed. Absorption in
the periodically poled lithium niobate leads to thermal
lensing that affects the coupling among pump, signal,
and idler. Thermal effects are indicated by hystere-
sis in the above-threshold pump power. The inset in
Fig. 1 is a plot of the theoretical steady-state pump
field as it travels through the periodically poled lithium
niobate crystal for three input powers. For increasing
input powers the pump field profile curves more owing
to growth of the signal f ield. The pump field at the
input must correspondingly increase to provide enough
gain for the circulating signal field. As a result, theo-
retical clamping is not perfect and slopes slightly, as
shown in Fig. 1.

The amplitude noise suppression produced by the
OPO from dc to 20 kHz is shown in Fig. 2. A con-
stant photocurrent of 4 mA was maintained by an at-
tenuator in front of the detector. For accurate noise
measurements we found it necessary to increase the
amplitude noise that was present on our input beam
by deactivating noise-suppression electronics designed
to reduce the laser’s relaxation oscillation at 770 kHz.
Additional amplif ication of the detector signal was re-
quired so that measurements were not limited by the
spectrum analyzer noise.

Fig. 1. Steady-state pump and signal OPO output. The
experimental results are shown as circles (open, pump;
filled, signal), and the theoretical results are shown as
lines. The inset shows the theoretical pump f ield along
the periodically poled lithium niobate crystal for three in-
put powers. As input power increases, the f ield rises at
the input so that constant gain is maintained for the signal
field, and clamping of the pump output is not perfect.

Fig. 2. Relative intensity noise (RIN) power spectra of the
transmitted pump, below and above OPO threshold (360-
and 380-mW incident pump power, respectively). Theory
and measurement show 25 dB of noise suppression above
threshold and overlap the detector shot-noise spectrum at
frequencies above 7 kHz. All curves were obtained with
a photocurrent of 4 mA.
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Fig. 3. Relative intensity noise (RIN) suppression up to
1 MHz. The extent of noise suppression depends on the
input power (390, 400, and 560 mW shown here). In all
plots the top curve shows the input pump, the darker
middle curve shows the transmitted pump, and the bottom
curve shows the spectrum analyzer noise. Because of re-
duced input laser noise, we are able to observe only 10 dB
of noise suppression before being limited by the spectrum
analyzer noise.

Below threshold, the transmitted pump has the
same noise spectrum as the input laser, except for
a peak near 2 kHz, which we believe to be due to
active (piezo) elements in the OPO cavity used for
alignment purposes but left unused (shorted) during
this experiment. In this regime of operation the
OPO acts as an attenuator of the input, and the
noise spectrum is unchanged (at frequencies below
1�cavity lifetime � 50 MHz). Above threshold, the
noise spectrum of the pump beam is reduced by
25 dB to the shot-noise level, over almost the entire
frequency range of our measurement. Shot noise was
determined with 4 mA of photocurrent, produced by il-
lumination of our detector with incoherent light. The
peak at 15.7 kHz, visible in all traces, is from pick-up
in the power supply, which disappears if a battery is
used. The theoretical trace, which predicts 25 dB of
noise reduction, includes shot noise. Both theory and
experiment suggest more noise suppression than we
are currently able to measure at 7 kHz and above.

Noise suppression at higher frequencies, shown in
Fig. 3, depends on the input power (390, 400, and
560 mW are shown here). In all plots the top trace
is input noise, the darker middle trace is noise on
the transmitted pump beam, and the bottom trace
is spectrum analyzer noise. Here, we turned on
the laser’s noise-suppression electronics to avoid the
relaxation-oscillation peak at 770 kHz; these elec-
tronics reduce noise from dc to 1 MHz. We were not
able to amplify the signal before sending it to the
spectrum analyzer, given the bandwidth limitations
of our amplif ier. Therefore the bottom trace is not
detector shot noise but the noise f loor of our spectrum
analyzer. The input noise is only 10 dB above the
spectrum analyzer noise, and 10 dB is the maximum
suppression we can measure.

The dependence of noise suppression on input
power shown at these higher frequencies is due to the
temporal response of the OPO. Just above threshold,
a small increase in the input power initially increases
the circulating pump field. The signal field, on
undergoing this larger gain, will grow, but its rate of
growth (in power per unit time) is limited by its initial
magnitude. As it started small, the signal f ield will
grow slowly and deplete the resonant pump field
slowly. Far above threshold, however, the signal
field can change more rapidly, given its initially larger
magnitude, and both circulating fields reach steady
state more quickly. This can be seen in the numerical
analysis, in which just above threshold more iterations
are required for the steady state to be reached than
are required well above threshold.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated 25 dB of noise
suppression from dc to 20 kHz in the transmitted
pump of a pump-and-signal-resonant OPO operated
above threshold. Additionally, we have demonstrated
significant noise suppression up to 1 MHz when the
OPO is operated at 130% of threshold power. This
noise suppression is explained physically and predicted
by numerical analysis. Detection of the full amount
of noise suppression is limited by our experiment,
and future work will focus on determining the true
extent of suppression that is possible with this device
and when the useful noise-suppressed pump power is
increased.
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